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Diverse textiles with added value
SLEEP DIMOUT: Relax without glaring light
Day after day, our senses are bombarded
with colours, brightness and reflections of
light. In order to unwind and rejuvenate, we
need some peace and quiet, and not just in
the acoustic sense. ADO SLEEP DIMOUT
uses an opaque fabric to stylishly and reliably
block out dazzling light while you sleep or
rest.
Simply close the attractive single-colour
drapes and relax without any disruptions.
Whether you want to prevent a south-facing
room from overheating in the midday sun,
take a relaxing nap without any annoying light reflections or simply enjoy a good night’s sleep despite bright street lights, ADO SLEEP
DIMOUT can always provide a cosy solution for privacy and protection
from glaring light.
The low-maintenance fabric is available in a range of 12 pleasant colours and harmoniously blends into the ambience of the room and lends
it visual calm, even when left open. All that’s left to do is lean back and
relax.

HORIZON: A heavenly view
The name says it all: This fabric truly opens
up new horizons. The optical division of ADO
HORIZON makes this possible. The lower
opaque section stylishly conceals everything
from radiators to tangled cables, while the
transparent upper section lets in the light and
scenery from outside.
The fabric is woven from one piece of material, yet its varied levels of transparency make
it possible to use in a range of applications. It
protects you from prying eyes at eating and
seating areas next to the window, yet doesn’t
plunge the room into darkness. Alternatively, it can also be used to
decoratively conceal less attractive areas below the window while ensuring that the panes remain a clear focal point.
Wave-shaped applications emphasise the textile’s Frieze effect and add
a crowning splash of colour to the two-part all-rounder. ADO HORIZON
offers you a heavenly view in a range of six colours.

CoverTex™: Textile trends for walls
Walls have come into fashion. Gone are the
times when this neglected component of interior design was completely covered in white
woodchip wallpaper and painted over time
and time again. People have now discovered
that the largest surface in the room can be
used to create a sophisticated design. Textile
wall coverings take on a diverse yet attractive
role. ADO’s CoverTex™ wall covering is the
perfect solution.
CoverTex™ has many technical benefits,
such as significantly better acoustics and noticeably improved thermal insulation, but the
creative system also scores points thanks to its range of visual options.
Unlike previous full-surface installations, the CoverTex™ wall covering
allows you to combine a fresh mix and match of different qualities, colours and patterns. Alternatively, you can create a single accent wall in

the room using a CoverTex™ covering that ties in with the pattern of
the drapes yet adds something different.
This decorative variety is possible thanks to an innovative assembling
system that simply and quickly applies the fabric at an affordable price
and then exchanges it again, if desired. The panel is fixed to the supporting rails attached to the wall using a single special spatula. Rubber
mounts ensure that the fabric does not slip and remains taut against
the wall.
What’s more, it is possible to simply install the ADO CoverTex™ system using common household tools, making the coverings suitable for a
range of application, from new buildings right though to renovation projects. CoverTex™ combines energy efficiency with attractive interior
designs for walls.

About the company
In 1954, ADO, which is named after its location in AschenDOrf, Germany, was founded by
Hubert and Marianne Wulf as a supplier of premium quality curtains and décor fabrics.
The ‘Goldkante’ became a symbol for the quality of this internationally respected German
textile specialist. ADO has been a part of the ZIMMER + ROHDE Group since 1st January
2013.
ADO Goldkante – For rooms with a zest for life
ADO textiles bring harmony, airiness and a pure zest for life into homes. Extraordinary
details, natural textures and countless degrees of transparency ensure a natural cosiness
at home and bring your dream interiors to life. The wide spectrum of patterns – from urban to natural, elegant to playful – offers the perfect material for every taste. Aspects
such as easy care and diverse combinations also meet the individual needs of everyday
life; with a five-year guarantee. That’s why ADO fabrics make the perfect design elements
for all rooms and every phase of life.
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